Odorless Cleaner
and Lubricant

Tec-Shield Elite CLP
Weapon Cleaner Lubricant Protectant

Odorless cleaner and dry lubricant in one.
Try this cleaner/lubricant/protectant on your firearm once and you’ll never use anything else. It
cleans surface rust, carbon, black powder, copper and lead fouling, leaving behind a dry lubricant
that won’t allow rust or build-up of any kind.
Also great on knives, archery equipment, fishing and camping gear, tools and machinery, and more.

The Tec-Shield Elite difference:
How it works.
Firing a gun creates more heat, friction, and pressure
than most lubricants can handle. That’s because
lubricants burn-off and stop working at fairly low
temperatures.
Tec-Shield Elite’s dry lubricant has a distillation range
from 600–800 degrees F. Once the water carrier has
burned off, this synthetic-based lubricant dries and
plates into the pores of the firearm—creating a
boundary that carbon and debris can’t cling to.

Why Tec-Shield Elite at a glance.
H Cost-effective cleaner and lubricant in one
H Dry lubricant repels dirt and sand
H Inner barrel conditioning improves
weapon accuracy
H Decreases barrel heat under rapid
fire conditions
H Works on all metals and finishes
H Won’t harm weapon stocks of any type
H Lubricates and greatly extends the life
of moving parts
H Can be used without ventilation
H Can be used in Ultrasonic Cleaners
H Non-Hazardous
H Biodegradable

Before

After

As you wipe down the firearm, Tec-Shield Elite will only
“plate out” on scarred areas. This plating out effect takes
place at approximately 125 degrees F—just when other
solvent-based cleaners are burned off.

H Water Based
H No VOC’s
H Non-flammable; not a solvent

Try Tec-Shield Elite CLP today.
Questions? Visit www.tecteamllc.com or call 1-800-700-2530.
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Important details
Tec-Shield Elite is a water-based compound designed to clean metallic surfaces and guard against
corrosion and mechanical wear. It provides dry boundary lubrication, friction reduction, and a
sustained barrier protection, leading to longer in-use times for equipment, lower maintenance
costs, and fewer catastrophic failures.
High temperatures and mechanical pressures associated with bolts, bearings, muzzles, barrels, and
triggers will further activate Tec-Shield Elite, providing an enhanced and durable surface that resists
mechanical wear. For you, that means a cleaner, more precise weapon with reduced mechanical
jamming, malfunctions, and carbon build-up. Continued use will yield higher muzzle velocities, better
cooling properties, and superior accuracy due to significantly reduced carbon build-up.
For use on equipment ready for use in field or to treat parts separately for assembly.

To use: Apply to equipment as needed, remove excess material with an adsorbent cloth, and
allow application to dry. Do not soak equipment.
Environmentally safe, contains no hazardous materials or CA Prop 65 components, and all ingredients are TSCA registered.

Applications:
H Weapons

Pretreatment of handguns and rifles for extended use in the
field under adverse conditions. Immediate remediation of
compromised arms infield.

H Pretreatment in lapped joints

Corrosion reduction between dissimilar metals in storage and in use.

H Heat treatments

Apply on heated metal surfaces for extended superior coating
properties.

H Commercial infrastructure

Rebuild on site bridges, guardrails, signs, drains for longer
maintenance-free timeframes.

H Ocean vessels:

Significant reduction of corrosion from salt spray on exterior surface

Try Tec-Shield Elite CLP today.
Questions? Visit www.tecteamllc.com or call 1-800-700-2530.
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